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Hello From Europe! 
Good morning lovely subscribers! I write to you from my current 

location in Amsterdam as I prepare to leave for Munich! Many of you 

may know, I am currently traveling around Europe with a contributing 

journalist for the BB News on the hunt for hard hitting news stories. 

Much thanks to a shareholder in the BB News company (and a loyal 

subscriber), Mr. Richard Brockway for making this trip possible. I may 

have only been overseas for a week but I can already tell that it's 

changing my ENTIRE perspective on life.

Delta Sky Club: An Expose 

on Airport Elite

We walked briskly through the frosted glass double doors that 

separated from sight and presence the airport peasants and the 
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Music News: 

Local Musician R& released 
another song onto all digital 
outlets titled: "In the Way of 
Love". Check it out!! 

I have it on good word that 
international pop star TRELLA is 
in the process of recording a 
Summer Song, that will be 
released in early July!! 

Book Corner: 

I have just finished the book 
"Lolita" and it was as beautifully 
written as the subject was 
uncomfortable and disturbing. I 
am beginning Fitzgerald's 
"Tender is the Night" very soon.  

Quote of the 
Moment: 

"It's okay"  

- a direct quote from our 
waitress named Romee from 
Harlem (we thought she said 
Ireland), talking about her life 
living in Amsterdam. 
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airport superior elect. Greeted by a woman who acknowledged us 

with gritty suspicion as she analyzed our casual "travel attire", her 

demeanor changed quickly when we pulled out the wad of cash 

our shareholder had bestowed upon us for such occasion. Access 

was granted--there was no going back now. The sign that stated 

"Self Serve Bar" gave us direction, the reassuring nod from the 

woman at the front desk gave us confidence. Fox News flashed on 

the screens in the background, permanently affixed onto TVs 

with no channel changing capabilities. We walked cautiously 

through a crowd of high class businessmen and women who had 

no idea that the glass of wine they were enjoying came from a 

bottle valued higher than my total net worth. Nevertheless, it 

didn't matter. For a moment, however brief it may have been, in 

the humble city of Detroit, MI, we joined the ranks of The 

Airport Elite.

GREECE

We began our adventures in the beautiful country of Greece, 

making stops in the capital, Athens, as well as the Greek Island, 

Santorini. I was surprised to see that the Greek version of the 

Parthenon was practically in ruins compared to the one in 

Nashville. While Greece was definitely significant for the 

unparalleled natural beauty, distinctively unique architecture, and 

rich history, the most notable characteristic of the country was 

that in every public area (EVERY), your ears were subject to  

Cabaret style covers of songs from the late 90s-2012 era of music, 

sung by a woman with as much talent as myself, 3 beers in, singing 

karaoke at Santa's Pub.
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Baby Sister is a High 
School Alum 

My little sister has finally entered 
into the stage of life where she 
can be considered a real person, 
signified by her high school 
diploma. She will be attending 
the greatest university in the 
country come August. Keara, 
please say hi to Renegade for me 
and tell him I miss him. Also Go 
Noles.   

The Prodigal 
Daughter Returns 

On my trip back to Florida from 
my current residence in Nashville, 
I stopped by my old home of 
Tallahassee for the first time in 7 
months. I was greeted with the 
crushing humidity and sweet oak 
canopied roads that I 
remembered and missed so 
much. Much thanks to my 
Tallahassee family for the warm 
welcome and hospitality. It's 
always nice to see and be with 
the familiar faces who know me 
so well. I love you all deeply 
(even though half of you haven't 
even subscribed to this 
newsletter).


